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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 32 (1996), 195 { 209PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FORNONLINEAR EVOLUTION INCLUSIONSDimitrios A. Kandilakis and Nikolaos S. PapageorgiouAbstract. In this paper we prove the existence of periodic solutions for a classof nonlinear evolution inclusions dened in an evolution triple of spaces (X;H;X)and driven by a demicontinuous pseudomonotone coercive operator and an uppersemicontinuous multivalued perturbation dened on T  X with values in H. Ourproof is based on a known result about the surjectivity of the sum of two operatorsof monotone type and on the fact that the property of pseudomonotonicity is liftedto the Nemitsky operator, which we prove in this paper.1. IntroductionIn this paper we study the problem of existence of periodic solutions for evolu-tion inclusions driven by time-dependent, demicontinuous, coercive pseudomono-tone operators dened within the framework of an evolution triple of spaces.A very common approach in dealing with periodic problems of evolution equa-tions, is to impose conditions on the perturbation term, which guarantee theuniqueness of the solution of the corresponding Cauchy problem and thus make iteasier to apply on the Poincare map one of the classical xed point theorems. Therst major result in this direction is due to Browder [4] who considers semilinearsystems in a Hilbert space driven by a monotone operator with a single-valuedperturbation term f(t; x), which is monotone in x. Browder uses the xed pointtheorem for nonexpansive maps in a uniformly convex Banach space (in particularin a Hilbert space; see for example Brezis [3] theorem 1.2, p.5 or Goebel-Kirk [9],theorem 4.1, p.40).The next major result on periodic solutions for evolution equations, can betraced in the work of Pruss [17]. Pruss considers semilinear, time invariant sys-tems and abandons the monotonicity condition on f(t; :) in favor of a Nagumo-typetangential condition. He also assumes that the linear unbounded operator govern-ing the equation generates a compact semigroup or alternatively that the single-valued perturbation term f(t; x) is compact. Subsequently Becker [2] considered1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 34G20, 34C25, 34G99.Key words and phrases: evolution triple, compact embedding, pseudomonotone operator,demicontinuity, coercive operator, dominated convergence theorem.Received October 23, 1995.
196 D. A. KANDILAKIS, N. S. PAPAGEORGIOUsemilinear equations driven by a closed densely dened linear operator A(:) whichgenerates a compact semigroup. Using a perturbation term of special form andan extra condition which essentially amounts to saying that A I is m-accretivefor some  > 0, Becker proves the existence of a unique periodic solution.The rst fully nonlinear existence results for the periodic problem, were ob-tained recently by Vrabie [19] and Hirano [11]. Vrabie's work can be viewed asa nonlinear extension of Becker's result. He assumes that the nonlinear timeinvariant operator A monitoring the evolution equation is such that A   I ism-accretive for some  > 0 and that  A generates a compact semigroup (via theCrandall-Liggett exponential formula). His perturbation term f(t; x) is single val-ued, satises the Caratheodory conditions (i.e. is measurable in t and continuousin x) and also obeys a rather restrictive assymptotic growth condition. Hirano onthe other hand considers an evolution equation dened in a Hilbert space, drivenby a time invariant nonlinear operator of the subdierential type which gener-ates a compact semigroup of contractions and with a single-valued Caratheodoryperturbation term of sublinear growth, which satises a unilateral condition.From all the above works none considers multivalued perturbations (i.e. evolu-tion inclusions). The only work in this direction is that of Hu-Papageorgiou [12],who consider evolution inclusions dened in an evolution triple of Hilbert spacesand by using a tangential condition and Galerkin approximations they proved theexistence of a periodic solution for a problem with a Caratheodory multivaluedperturbation F (t; x) dened on T H into H: This result was recently improvedby Hu-Papageorgiou[13].Our work here extends all the above mentioned results. We deal with time-dependent systems having multivalued perturbations and which are dened withinthe framework of an evolution triple of spaces (X;H;X). We only assume thatX embeds compactly in H. This hypothesis does not imply that A(t; :), t 2 T;generates a compact semigroup or that the perturbation term F (t; x) (assumedto be multivalued, dened on T  X with values in H and demicontinuous inx) is actually compact. Our proof is based on a general surjectivity result for acertain sum of operators of monotone type and on a proposition which shows thatthe property of pseudomonotonicity can be lifted to the Nemitsky (superposition)operator. 2. Mathematical preliminariesIn this section we x our notation and briey recall some basic denitions andfacts from the theory of multifunctions and from nonlinear functional analysis,which we will need in the sequel.So let (
;) be a measurable space and Y a separable Banach space. We willbe using the following notations:Pf(c)(Y ) = fA  Y : A is nonempty, closed (and convex)gand P(w)k(c) = fA  Y : A is nonempty, (weakly-) compact (and convex)g:Amultifunction (set-valued function) F : 
! Pf (Y ) is said to be measurable ifthe R+ valued function ! ! d(x; F (!)) = inffkx  zk : z 2 F (!)g is measurable
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR NONLINEAR EVOLUTION INCLUSIONS 197for every x 2 Y: If there is a -nite measure (:) dened on  and  is -complete(or more generally without requiring the presence of (:) when  is closed under theSouslin operation), then the above denition of measurability of F (:) is equivalentto saying that GrF = f(!; x) 2 
 Y : x 2 F (!)g 2  B(Y ) with B(Y ) beingthe Borel eld of Y (graph measurability). For further details we refer to thesurvey paper of Wagner [20].Let F : 
 ! Pf (Y ) be a measurable multifunction and let 1 p  1. By SpFwe will denote the selectors of F (:) which belong to the Lebesgue-Bochner spaceLp(
; Y ) i.e. SpF = ff 2 Lp(
; Y ) : f(!) 2 F (!)a:e:g: This set may be empty.It is easy to check using Aumann's selection theorem (see Wagner [20], theorem5.10), that SpF is nonempty i ! ! inffkxk : x 2 F (!)g 2 Lp(
): Moreover SpF isclosed in Lp(
; Y ) and is convex i F (!) is convex for -almost all ! 2 
.Let V, W be two Hausdor topological spaces. A multifunction G : V !2W n f;g is said to be upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) if for all C  W closed, theset G (C) = fv 2 V : G(v) \ C 6= ;g is closed in V: If G(:) is u.s.c. with closedvalues and W is regular, then GrG = f(v; w) 2 V W : w 2 G(v)g is closed inV W: The converse is true if G(V ) is compact in W (see DeBlasi-Myjak [7]).The mathematical setting of our problem will be the following: Let T = [0; b]and H be a separable Hilbert space. Let X be a dense subspace of H carrying thestructure of a separable, reexive Banach space, which embeds intoH continuously.Identifying H with its dual (pivot space), we have that X  H  X; with allembeddings being continuous and dense. Such a triple of spaces is known in theliterature as "evolution triple" (see Zeidler [21]; some times the name Gelfandtriple is also used). By k:k (resp. j : j; k:k) we will denote the norm of X (resp.of H, X). Also by (:; :) we will denote the inner product of H and by h:; :ithe duality brackets for the pair (X; X). The two are compatible in the sensethat h:; :i jHX= (:; :). Also for 1 < p < q < 1, 1p + 1q = 1 dene Wpq(T ) =fx 2 Lp(T;X) : _x 2 Lq(T;X)g: In this denition the time derivative of x(:) istaken in the sense of vector-valued distributions. When furnished with the normkxkWpq(T ) = [kxk2Lp(T;X) + k _xk2Lq(T;X)] 12 ; the space Wpq(T ) becomes a separable,reexive Banach space. It is well known that Wpq(T ) embeds continuously intoC(T;H) (see Zeidler [21], proposition 23.23, p.422). So every element in Wpq(T )after possible modication on a Lebesgue null set is equal to a continuous functionfrom T into H. Furthermore if X embeds compactly into H, then so does Wpq(T )in Lp(T;H) (see Zeidler [21], p.450).We will be studying the following periodic problem dened on T and the evo-lution triple (X  H  X) :( _x(t) + A(t; x(t)) + F (t; x(t)) 3 h(t) a:e: on Tx(0) = x(b) )(1)Here A : T X ! X; F : T X ! 2H n f;g and h 2 Lq(T;X):
198 D. A. KANDILAKIS, N. S. PAPAGEORGIOUDenition 1. By a solution of (1) we mean a function x 2Wpq(T ) such that_x(t) + A(t; x(t)) + f(t) = h(t) a.e. on T , x(0) = x(b) and f 2 SqF (:;x(:)):Remark 1. Since Wpq(T ) embeds into C(T;H), the pointwise evaluations x(0)and x(b) make sense. Moreover a solution x(:), when viewed as anX-valued func-tion is absolutely continuous. Hence it is strongly dierentiable almost everywhereand its derivative _x(:) is of course in Lq(T;X) (i.e. x 2 AC1;q(T;X)):3 Auxiliary resultsAs we already mentioned, our proof will be based on a general surjectivity resultfor the sum of two operators of monotone type. Although the result is known (seefor example Lions [14], theorem 1.2, p.319 or B-A. Ton [18], corollary 1, p.610),however for the convenience of the reader we state it here. First a denition:Denition 2. Suppose that Y is a reexive Banach space, L : D(L)  Y ! Y  isa linear densely dened maximal monotone operator and T : Y ! Pwkc(Y ) isa multivalued operator. We will say that T (:) is pseudomonotone with respectto D(L) if for fyngn1  D(L) with yn w! y in Y and L(yn) w! L(y) in Y  asn ! 1 and for yn 2 T (yn); n  1; satisfying yn w! y in Y  as n ! 1 andlim(yn; yn)  (y; y), we have y 2 T (y) and (yn; yn)! (y; y) as n!1:The surjectivity result that we will be using in the sequel is the following:Proposition 1. If Y is a reexive Banach space, L : D(L)  Y ! Y  is alinear densely dened maximal monotone operator and T : Y ! Pwkc(Y ) isbounded, pseudomonotone with respect to D(L), u.s.c. from Y into Y w (here Y wdenotes the Banach space Y furnished with the weak topology) and coercive (i.e.inf [ (y ;y)kykY : y 2 T (y)] ! 1 as kyk ! 1) then R(L + T ) = Y  (i.e. L + T issurjective).Remark 2. Recall that L : D(L)  Y ! Y  is a linear, densely dened maximalmonotone operator i L(:) is closed, monotone and L(:) is also monotone (see forexample Zeidler [21], theorem 32.1, p.897).The second auxilliary result that we will use in our main existence theorem (seetheorem 1), roughly speaking says that the pseudomonotonicity property of A(t; :)lifts to the Nemitsky operator bA(:) ( bA(x)(:) = A(:; x(:))) as pseudomonotonicitywith respect to D(L), with L(x) = _x for x 2 D(L) = fx 2Wpq(T ) : x(0) = x(b)g:First recall that an operator T : X ! X is said to be demicontinuous (resp.pseudomonotone) if for xn ! x in X as n!1 we have T (xn) w! T (x) in X asn!1 (resp. if for xn w! x in X as n!1 and lim hT (xn); xn  xi  0 we havehT (x); x  vi  limhT (xn); xn  vi for all v 2 X). Our hypothesis on the operatorA(t; x) is the following:H(A): A : T X ! X is an operator such that(i) t! A(t; x) is measurable,(ii) A(t; x) is demicontinuous and pseudomonotone,
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR NONLINEAR EVOLUTION INCLUSIONS 199(iii) kA(t; x)k  a1(t) + c1kxkp 1 a.e. on T with a1 2 Lq(T ), c1 > 0, 2  p <1; 1p + 1q = 1;(iv) hA(t; x); xi  ckxkp for almost all t 2 T , all x 2 X and with c > 0.Remark 3. Given y 2 Y , let u(y) : T X ! R be dened byu(y)(t; x) = hA(t; x); yi. Evidently, because of hypotheses H(A) (i) and (ii),t ! u(y)(t; x) is measurable and x ! u(y)(t; x) is continuous (i.e. u(y)(:; :) isa Caratheodory function). Hence (t; x) ! u(y)(t; x) is jointly measurable (seeWagner [20], lemma 7.5, p.877). Since y 2 Y was arbitrary we deduce that(t; x)! A(t; x) is weakly measurable and since X is separable and reexive fromthe Pettis measurability theorem (see Diestel-Uhl [8] theorem 2, p.42) we concludethat (t; x)! A(t; x) is jointly measurable.Hence for every x : T ! X measurable function, t ! A(t; x(t)) is measur-able from T into X. In particular, because of hypothesis H(A) (iii) if x(:) 2Lp(T;X), then A(; :x(:)) 2 Lq(T;X). So we can dene the Nemitsky operatorbA : Lp(t;X) ! Lq(T;X) corresponding to A(t; x) by bA(x)(:) = A(:; x(:)). Fi-nally recall that since X is reexive Lp(T;X) = L(T;X) (see Diestel-Uhl [8]theorem 1, p.98). By ((:; :)) we will denote the duality brackets of this pair; i.e. ifx 2 Lp(T;X) and v 2 Lq(T;X) then ((v; x)) = R b0 hv(t); x(t)idt.Let L : D(L) : Lp(T;X) ! Lq(T;X) be dened by L(x) = _x (again the timederivative of x(:) is taken in the sense of vector valued distributions) with x 2D(L) = fy 2 Lp(T;X) : _y 2 Lq(T;X); y(0) = y(b)g  Wpq(T ). Evidently thisis a linear, densely dened, closed monotone operator. Also from the integrationby parts formula for functions in Wpq(T ) (see Zeidler, prop. 23.23, p.423), we caneasily check that L : D(L)  Lp(T;X) ! Lq(T;X) is given by L(v) =   _vwith v 2 D(L) = D(L)  Wpq(T ). So L(:) is monotone and thus by virtue ofremark 2 we conclude that L(:) is maximal monotone.Proposition2. If A : TX ! X satises hypothesis H(A) then bA : Lp(T;X) !Lq(T;X) is demicontinuous and pseudomonotone with respect to D(L).Proof. First we will show the demicontinuity of A. So let xn ! x in Lp(T;X)as n ! 1. We can nd a subsequence fxnkgk1 of fxngn1 such that xnk(t) !x(t) a.e. in X as k ! 1. Then because of hypothesis H(A)(ii) for any giveny 2 Lp(T;X) we have hA(t; xnk(t)); y(t)i ! hA(t; x(t)); y(t)i a.e. on T . Becauseof hypothesis H(A)(iii) we can apply the generalized dominated convergence the-orem (see for example Ash [1], theorem 7.5.2, p.295) and get that (( bA(xnk); y)) =R b0 hA(t; xnk(t)); y(t)idt ! R b0 hA(t; x(t)); y(t)idt = (( bA(x); y)) as k !1 and sincey was arbitrary we get the semicontinuity of bA(:).We will now show the pseudomonotonicity of bA(:) with respect to D(L). Solet xn ! x in Wpq(T ) as n !1 and assume that lim(( bA(xn); xn   x))  0. Letn(t) = hA(t; xn(t)); xn(t) x(t)i. Since Wpq(T ) embeds continuously in C(T;H),we have that xn w! x in C(T;H) as n ! 1 and so for every t 2 T we havexn(t) w! x(t) in H as n ! 1. On the other hand let N  T be the exceptionalLebesgue-null set outside of which hypotheses H(A)(iii) and (iv) hold. Then for
200 D. A. KANDILAKIS, N. S. PAPAGEORGIOUt 2 TnN we have(2) n(t)  'n(t) = ckxn(t)kp   (a1(t) + c1kxn(t)kp 1)kx(t)kIf C = ft 2 T : limn(t) < 0g (which is measurable) and (C) > 0 ((:) being theLebesgue measure on T ), then from (2) above for every t 2 C\(TnN ) we will havethat fxn(t)gn1 is bounded in X. Since X is reexive and xn(t) w! x(t) in H asn!1 , we get that xn(t) w! x(t) in X as n!1 for t 2 C \ (TnN ): Exploitingthe fact that A(t; :) is pseudomonotone we get that hA(t; xn(t)); xn(t)  x(t)i ! 0as n !1 for t 2 C \ (TnN ) contradicting the denition of C. So n(t)  0 a.e.on T . Then from Fatou's lemma we have0  Z b0 limn(t)dt  limZ b0 n(t)dt  limZ b0 n(t)dt  0hence R b0 n(t)dt! 0 as n!1:Note that j n(t) j= +n (t)  n (t) = n(t)+2 n (t):Since limn(t)  0 a.e. on T , we have that  n (t) ! 0 a.e. on T as n ! 1: Alsorecall that because of hypotheses H(A)(iii) and (iv) 'n(t)  n(t) a.e. on T withf'ngn1  L1(T ) being uniformly integrable. So 0   n (t)  ' n (t) a.e on T andof course f' n (t)g is uniformly integrable. Hence a new application of the general-ized dominated convergence theorem gives us that limn!1 R b0  n (t)dt = 0: Thus wenally have that limn!1 R b0 j n(t) j dt = 0; i.e n ! 0 in L1(T ) as n!1: Moreoverby passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that n(t)! 0 a.e. on Tas n!1: Because A(t; :) is pseudomonotone (see hypothesis H(A)(ii)), we havethat A(t; xn(t)) w! A(t; x(t)) a.e. inX and hA(t; xn(t)); xn(t)i ! hA(t; x(t)); x(t)ia.e. on T as n ! 1: Then from the demicontinuity of bA(:) and the generalizeddominated convergence theorem we get that bA(xn) w! bA(x) in Lq(T;X) and(( bA(xn); xn)) w! (( bA(x) ; x)). Therefore bA(:) is pseudomonotone with respect toD(L). 4. Existence of periodic solutionsIn this section we establish the existence of solutions for problem (1). Ourhypotheses on the multivalued perturbation term F (t; x) are the following:H(F): F : T X ! Pfc(H) is a multifunction such that:(i) t! F (t; x) is measurable,(ii) GrF (t; :) is sequentially closed in Xw Hw;(iii) j F (t; x) j a2(t) + c2kxkp 1 a.e on T with a2 2 Lq(T ), c > 0; and(iv) for almost all t 2 T , all x 2 X and all v 2 F (t; x) we have hv; xi  c3kxkp  c4(t) with c3 > 0, c4(:) 2 L1(T ) and c3 < c where c > 0 is the constantfrom H(A)(iv).Theorem 1. If hypotheses H(a), H(F) hold, h 2 Lq(T;X) and X embeds com-pactly in H then problem (1) has a solution.Proof. Recall that L : D(L)  Lp(T;X) ! Lq(T;X) dened by L(x) = _xfor x 2 D(L) = fy 2 Lp(T;X) : _y 2 Lq(T;X); y(0) = y(b)g  Wpq(T ), is
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR NONLINEAR EVOLUTION INCLUSIONS 201a linear, densely dened maximal monotone operator (see section 3). Next letT : Lp(T;X) ! 2Lq(T;X) be dened by T (x) = bA(x) + G(x) with bA being theNemitsky operator corresponding to A(t; x) and G(x) = SqF (:;x(:)). First we willshow that T (:) is Pwkc(Lq(T;X)) -valued: Since bA(:) is single valued and G(:) hasclosed, convex and bounded values in Lq(T;H) (see hypothesis H(F)), to establishthat T (:) is Pwkc(Lq(T;X)) -valued, it suces to show that G(:) has nonemptyvalues. To this end let x(:) 2 Lp(T;X) and let sn(:); n  1; be X-valued simplefunctions such that sn ! x a.e. on T in X as n!1 and ksn   xkLp(T;X) ! 0 asn ! 1. Because of hypothesis H(F)(i) t ! F (t; sn(t)); n  1; is measurable andso by Aumman's selection theorem there exists a measurable function vn : T ! Hsuch that vn(t) 2 F (t; xn(t)) for all t 2 T; n  1. Evidently fvngn1 is boundedin Lq(T;H) (see hypothesis H(f)(iii)) so we may assume that vn w! v in Lq(T;H).Invoking theorem 3.1 of Papageorgiou [15], we get thatv(t) 2 convw   limfvn(t)gn1  convw   limF (t; sn(t))  F (t; x(t)) a.e. on T;the last inclusion being a consequence of hypothesis H(F)(iii). So v 2 SqF (:;x(:))hence G(x) 6= ;: Therefore T : Lp(T;X) ! Pwkc(Lq(T;X)) and because of hy-potheses H(A)(iii) and H(F)(iii) is bounded (i.e. maps bounded sets into boundedsets). Now we will show that T (:) is u.s.c. from Lp(T;X) into Lq(T;X)w(here Lq(T;X)w denotes the Lebesgue-Bochner space Lq(T;X) equipped withthe weak topology). So let C  Lq(T;X) be weakly closed and let T (C) =fx 2 Lp(T;X) : T (x) \ C 6= ;g. We need to show that T (C) is closed.For this, let xn ! x in Lp(T;X) as n ! 1 with xn 2 T (C); n  1. Letgn 2 T (xn) \ C, n  1. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may as-sume that gn w! g in Lq(T;X) and xn(t) ! x(t) a.e. on T as n ! 1: Byvirtue of the last proposition bA(xn) w! bA(x) in Lq(T;X) as n ! 1 while ifvn = gn   bA(xn); n  1; and v = g   bA(x); then as above via theorem 3.1 ofPapageorgiou [15] we have that v(t) 2 F (t; x(t)) a.e. on T . So g  bA(x) = vwith v 2 SqF (:;x(:)); i.e. g 2 T (x): Also g 2 C since the latter is weakly closedin Lq(T;X). Thus x 2 T (C) which implies that T (:) is u.s.c. from Lp(T;X)into Lq(T;X)w. Next we will show that T (:) is pseudomonotone with respectto D(L). To this end let xn w! x in Wpq(T ) gn w! g in Lq(T;X) as n ! 1with gn 2 T (xn); n  1; and assume that lim((gn; xn   x))  0: Note thatgn = bA(xn) + vn with vn 2 G(xn) = SqF (:;xn(:)); n  1: Also observe that we ac-tually have gn 2 Lq(T;H); n  1; and because of hypothesis H(F)(iii), by passingto a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that vn w! v in Lq(T;H): Finallynote that since xn w! x inWpq(T ) andWpq(T ) embeds compactly in Lp(T;H) (seesection 2), we have that xn ! x in Lp(T;H): Then:lim(( bA(xn); xn   x)) + lim((vn; xn   x))= lim(( bA(xn); xn   x)) + lim(vn; xn   x)Lq(T;H);Lp(T;H)(3)  lim(( bA(xn) + vn; xn   x)) = lim((gn; xn   x))  0
202 D. A. KANDILAKIS, N. S. PAPAGEORGIOUSince (vn; xn   x)Lq(T;H);Lp(T;H) ! 0 as n ! 1; from (3) above we get thatlim(( bA(xn); xn x))  0:But fromProposition 2 we know that bA(:) is pseudomono-tone with respect to D(L). So bA(xn) ! bA(x) in Lq(T;X) and (( bA(xn); xn)) !(( bA(xn); x)) as n!1. As in the proof of proposition 2 we setn(t) = hA(t; xn(t)); xn(t)   x(t)i; n  1 :From that proof we know that n ! 0 in L1(T ) as n ! 1 and by passing to asubsequence if necessary we may also assume that n(t)! 0 a.e. in T as n!1.Also from hypotheses H(A)(iii) and (iv) we have:(4) n(t)  ckxn(t)kp   (a1(t) + c1kxn(t)kp 1)kx(t)k a.e. on T:Our claim is that (4) above implies that for almost all t 2 T we have supn1kxn(t)k<1: Suppose not. Then there is a C  T with (C) > 0 such that supn1kxn(t)k =1 for all t 2 C: Let " = (C)2 : By Egoro's theorem there exists C1  T with(C1)  " such that n(t)! 0 as n!1 uniformly on TnC1. Let C2 = (TnC1)\C:We remark that (C2) > 0. Indeed if this is not the case, thenb  ((TnC1) [C) = (TnC1) [C) + (C2)= (TnC1) + (C)  b  (C)2 + (C) > ba contradiction. Then for t 2 (TnC1)\C \ (TnN1) = C \ (TnN1) (with N1 beingthe Lebesgue-null subset of T outside of which we have n(t) ! 0 as n ! 1),we have j n(t) j M1 and so from (4) we deduce that supn1kxn(t)k < 1 for allt 2 (TnC1) \C \ (TnN1), a contradiction to the choice of C: Therefore (C) = 0and so supn1kxn(t)k < 1 for all t 2 TnN2 with (N2) = 0. Hence if we xt 2 TnN2 and pass to an appropriate subsequence (depending in general on t),we will have xn(t) w! x(t) in X as n ! 1. As before from theorem 3.1 ofPapageorgiou [15] we get that v 2 G(x) = SqF (:;x(:)) and so gn = bA(xn)+vn w! g =bA(x) + v in Lq(T;X) as n!1 and v 2 G(x): Also ((gn; xn)) = (( bA(xn); xn)) +(vn; xn)Lq(T;H);Lq(T;H) ! (( bA(x); x)) + (v; x)Lq(T;H);Lq(T;H) = ((g; x)) as n !1.Therefore T (:) is pseudomonotone with respect to D(L).Finally from hypotheses H(A)(iv) and H(F)(iv) we have for g = bA(x) + v andv 2 G(x): ((v; x)) = (( bA(x); x)) + (g; x)Lq(T;H);Lq(T;H) ckxkpLp(T;X)   c3kxkpLp(T;X)   kc4k1= (c  c3)kxkpLp(T;X)   kc4k1
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR NONLINEAR EVOLUTION INCLUSIONS 203Since c3 < c (see hypothesis H(F)(iv)) we conclude that T (:) is coercive. Nowrewrite problem (1) as the following equivalent operator inclusion:L(x) + T (x) 3 h:Since (L+T )(:) is surjective (see proposition 1) we deduce that the above operatorinclusion has a solution x 2 D(L). Therefore there exists x 2Wpq(T ) such that( _x(t) +A(t; x(t) + F (t; x(t)) 3 h(t) a:e: on Tx(0) = x(b) ) Remark 4. We should point out that hypotheses H(F)(i) and (ii) do not gen-erally imply that the multifunction (t; x) ! F (t; x) is measurable or even graphmeasurable (see Papageorgiou[16] for counterexamples to this eect). Hence fora measurable x : T ! X, we cannot say that t ! F (t; x(t)) is measurable whichmeans that we cannot a priori guarantee the nonemptiness of G(x) = SqF (:;x(:)):5. ExamplesIn this section we work out two examples of parabolic PDE's, illustrating theapplicability of theorem 1.In both examples T=[0,b] and Z  RN is a bounded domain with a C1 bound-ary  . Let Dk = @@zk ; k 2 f1; 2; :::;Ng and D = grad = (Dk)Nk=1:(A) In the rst example we consider the following multivalued periodic PDE:8>><>>>: dxdt  x+ r NXk=1(sinx)Dkx+ u(t; z) in T  Zu(t; z) 2 [f1(t; z; x(t; z)); f2(t; z; x(t; z))] a.e. on T  Zx(0; z) = x(b; z) a.e. on Z, x jT = 0 9>>=>>>;(5)Our hypotheses on the functions f1(t; z; x) and f2(t; z; x) are the following:H(f): f1; f2 : T  Z ! R are functions such that(i) for every measurable function x : Z ! R the functions(t; z)! f1(t; z; x(z)); f2(t; z; x(z)) are both measurable,(ii) x! f1(t; z; x); f2(t; z; x) are both lower semicontinuous,(iii) j f1(t; z; x) j; j f2(t; z; x) j a2(t; z) + c2 j x jp 1 a.e. on T  Z witha2 2 Lq(T; L2(Z)) and c2 > 0; and(iv) for almost all (t; z) 2 T  Z and all x 2 R; f1(t; z; x)x; f2(t; z; x)x   c3for some c3 > 0 (sign condition).Remark 5. Problems like (5) arise when we deal with partial dierential equa-tions involving nonmonotone discontinuities; i.e. the perturbation term f(t; z; x)
204 D. A. KANDILAKIS, N. S. PAPAGEORGIOUis nonmonotone and discontinuous in x. Then in order to guarantee the exis-tence of solutions, we need to pass to a multivalued problem which is derived fromthe original one by lling the gaps at the discontinuity points. Namely we in-troduce the functions fl(t; z; x) = limy!xf(t; z; y) and fu(t; z; x) = limy!xf(t; z; y) andreplace f(t; z; x) with the interval [fl(t; z; x); fu(t; z; x)]. Note that fl(t; z; :) and fu(t; z; :) are both lower semicontinuous. If in addition we assume that for x :Z ! R measurable, the functions (t; z) ! fl(t; z; x(z)) and (t; z) ! fu(t; z; x(z))are measurable and if f(t; z; :) satises a growth condition like H(f)(iii), then wefall within the framework of problem (5), with H(f) valid (see Chang [6]).Theorem 2. If hypothesis H(F) holds, N  3, j r j< 11+1 with 1 being the rsteigenvalue of ( ;H10(Z)) and h 2 L2(T  Z); then problem (5) has a solutionx 2 Lp(T;H10 (Z)) \C(T; L2(Z)) with @x@t 2 Lq(T;H 1(Z)):Proof. In this case the evolution triple is X = H10 (Z);H = L2(Z) and X =H 1(Z): From the Sobolev embedding theorem we know thatX embeds compactlyin H: In addition, since N  3 we can see that X embeds compactly in L4(Z):Let A1 : X ! X be dened byhA1(x); yi = ZZ(Dx(z); Dy(z))RN dz; x; y 2 XEvidently A1(:) is linear, continuous, monotone and hA1(x); xi = kDxk2L2(Z;RN ) =11+1 kxk2: Next let v : X ! X be dened by v(x)(:) = rPNk=1(sinx(:))Dkx(:) 2L2(Z). We claim that v(:) is a compact map. So let xn w! x in X as n ! 1:We will show that v(xn)! v(x) in X as n!1. Suppose not. Then by passingto a suitable subsequence if necessary, we may assume that there exist " > 0 andfyngn1  X with kynk  1 such that 0 < "  hv(xn)   v(x); yni; n  1: We mayassume that yn w! y in X and so yn ! y in L4(Z) as n!1: Then we have:hv(xn)   v(x); yni = ZZ((sin xn)(Dkxn)yn(z)   (sin x)(Dkx)yn(z))dz= ZZ(sinxn   sinx)(Dkxn)yn(z)dz + ZZ(sinx)(Dkxn)(yn   y)(z)dz+ ZZ(sinx)(Dk(xn   x)y(z)dz + ZZ(sinx)(Dkx)(y   yn)(z)dzRecall that j sinxn(z) sin x(z) jj xn(z) x(z) j. So applying Holder's inequalitywith three factors we have (in what follows Mi; i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4;5g; are positiveconstants):j ZZ(sinxn   sinx)(Dkxn)yn(z)dz j kxn   xkL4(Z)kxnkkynkM1kxn   xkL4(Z) ! 0 ,
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR NONLINEAR EVOLUTION INCLUSIONS 205j ZZ(sinx)(Dkxn)(yn   y)(z)dz jM2kxnkkyn   ykL4(Z)M3kyn   ykL4(Z) ! 0,j ZZ(sinx)(Dk(xn   x)y(z))dz j! 0 as n!1 since Dkxn w! Dkx in L2(Z)and j ZZ(sinx)(Dkx)(y   yn)(z)dz j! 0 as n!1 since yn w! y in L2(Z)as n!1: Thus nally we have hv(xn) v(x); yni ! 0 as n!1; a contradictionto the choice of the y;ns: So v(:) is compact as claimed. Also note thatj v(x) j=j r NXk=1(sinx(:))Dkx(:) jM4kDxkL2(Z;RN )  M5kxkand j hv(x); xi jj r j NXk=1 j ZZ(sinx(z))(Dkx(z))x(z)dz jj r j NXk=1(ZZ j Dkx(z) j2 dz) 12 j x jj r j kxk2hence hv(x); xi    j r j kxk2. Let A = A1 + v: Since the sum of a maximalmonotone operator with a compact operator is pseudomonotone, we conclude thatA satises hypothesis H(A) (recall that j r j< 11+1 ). Next let F : TX ! Pfc(H)be dened byF (t; x) = fv 2 H : f1(t; z; x(z))  v(z)  f2(t; z; x(z)) a.e. on Zg= fv 2 H : ZC f1(t; z; x(z))dz  ZC v(z)dz  ZC f2(t; z; x(z))dz for every Borel CRecall that the Borel -eld of T is countably generated. Let fCngn1 be a eldof such generators. We have:GrF (:; x) = \n1f(t; v) 2 T H : ZCn f1(t; z; x(z))dz  ZCn v(z)dz ZCn f2(t; z; x(z))dz g
206 D. A. KANDILAKIS, N. S. PAPAGEORGIOUThanks to Fubini's theorem (see hypothesis H(f)(i)), we have that GrF (:; x) 2`(T )  B(H); where `(T ) is the Lebesgue  eld of T and B(H) is the Borel eld of H. Thus the multifunction t ! F (t; x) is Lebesgue measurable. Alsobecause X embeds compactly in H, we can easily see that GrF (t; :) is sequentiallyclosed in Xw Xw: Moreover since p  2 and N  3 from the Sobolev embeddingtheorem we have that X embeds continuously in L2(p 1)(Z) so from H(f)(iii) weget: j F (t; x) j ba2(t) + bc2kxkp 1 a.e. on T with ba2 2 Lq(T ), bc2 > 0.Finally, hypothesis H(f)(iv) implies that there exists bc3 > 0 such that hv; xi   bc3for almost all t 2 T all x 2 X and all v 2 F (t; x).We can now rewrite problem (5) as the following equivalent abstract evolutioninclusion: ( _x(t) + A(t; x(t)) + F (t; x(t)) 3 bh(t) a.e. on Tx(0) = x(b) )Here bh(t) = h(t; :) 2 H: Invoking theorem 1 we conclude that (5) has at least onesolution x(:; :) 2 Lp(T;H10 (Z)) \C(T; L2(Z)) with @x@t 2 Lq(T;H 1(Z)): (B) For the second example we consider the following nonlinear distributedparameter control system with a priori feedback:8>><>>>: @x@t   NXk=1Dkak(t; z; x;Dx) + u(t; z) = h(t; z) in T  Zx(0; z) = x(b; z) a.e. on Z, x jT = 0ku(t; :)kL2(Z)  (t; kx(t; :)kL2(Z)) 9>>=>>>;(6)We make the following hypotheses for the data of (6):H(a): ak : T  Z R RN ! R; k 2 f1; 2; :::; Ng; are functions such that:(i) (t; z)! ak(t; z; x; ) is measurable,(ii) (x; )! ak(t; z; x; ) is continuous,(iii)PNk=1(ak(t; z; x; )  ak(t; z; x; 0))(k   0k)  0 a.e. on T  Z;for all x 2 R and all ; 0 2 RN ;(iv) j ak(t; z; x; ) j 1(t; z) + c1(j x jp 1 +kkp 1) a.e. on T  Zwith 1 2 Lq(T; Z) and c1 > 0; and(v) PNk=1 ak(t; z; x; )k  ckkp a.e. on T  Z:H() : T R+ ! R+ is a function such that(i) t! (t; r) is measurable,(ii) r! (t; r) is continuous, and(iii) (t; r)  2(t) a.e. on T with 2 2 Lq(T ):
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) hold and h 2 L2(T Z) then problem (6)has a solution x 2 Lp(T;W 1;p0 (Z)) \C(T; L2(Z)) with @x@t 2 Lq(T;W 1;q(Z)):Proof. In this case X = W 1;p0 (Z); H = L2(Z) and X = W 1;q(Z): From theSobolev embedding theorem, we know that X embeds compactly in H. Let A :T X ! X be dened by:hA(t; x); yi = NXk=1ZZ ak(t; z; x;Dx)Dky(z)dz; x; y 2W 1;p0 (Z):From Fubini's theorem, we see that t ! hA(t; x); yi is measurable. Since y 2W 1;p0 (Z) is arbitrary, we deduce that t ! A(t; x) is weakly measurable and soby the Pettis measurability theorem t ! A(t; x) is measurable. Also by usingthe dominated convergence theorem we can readily check that t ! A(t; x) isdemicontinuous, while from theorem 3.1 of Gossez-Mustonen [10], we know thatx! A(t; x) is pseudomonotone. In addition from hypotheses H(a)(iv) and (v) wehave: kA(t; x)k  b1(t) + bc1kxkp 1 a.e. on T with b1 2 Lq(T ); bc1 > 0;and hA(t; x); xi  bckxkp a.e. on T with bc > 0:Next dene F : TX ! Pwkc(H) by F (t; x) = fu 2 H : j u j (t; j x j): Evidentlyt! F (t; x) is measurable and GrF (t; :) is sequentially closed in Xw Xw: Recallthay X embeds compactly in H). Also j F (t; x) j b2(t) a.e. on T: Hence foralmost all t 2 T , all x 2 X and allv 2 F (t; x) we have hv; xi  b2(t) j x j :Then we can equivalently rewrite (6) in the form of the evolution inclusion (1)with h(t)(:) = h(t; :) 2 H: Apply theorem 1 to get the desired solution. Along the same lines we can also consider higher order distributed parametercontrol systems with a priori feedback. In what follows  = (k)Nk=1 is a multi-index of positive integers. The number j  j= PNk=1 k is the length of themulti-index. Also let D = D11 :::DNN ; (x) = fDx :j  j m   1g and (x) =fDx :j  j= mg: The number of all multi-indices of length  m is given byN1 = (N+m)!N !m! and the number of all multi-indices of length  m   1 is given byN2 = (N+m 1)!N !(m 1)! so N3 = N1  N2 is the number of multi-indices of length exactlym. We consider the following system:8>>>><>>>>: @x@t + Xjjm( 1)jjDA(t; z; (x(t; z)); (x(t; z)))+u(t; z) = h(t; z) in T  Zx(0; z) = x(b; z) a.e. on Z; Dx jT = 0 for j  j m   1ku(t; :)kL2(Z)  (t; k(x; (t; :))kLp(Z;RN2 )) a.e. on T: 9>>>>=>>>>;(7)
208 D. A. KANDILAKIS, N. S. PAPAGEORGIOUOur hypotheses on the data of (7) are the following:H(A)1 : A : T  Z RN2 ! RN3 are functions such that(i) (t; z)! A(t; z; ; ) is measurable,(ii) (; )! A(t; z; ; ) is continuous,(iii) j A(t; z; ; ) j 1(t; z) + c1(kkp 1 + kkp 1) a.e. on T  Zwith 1 2 Lq(T  Z); c1 > 0;(iv)Pjj=m(A(t; z; ; ) A(t; z; ; 0)(   0) > 0 a.e. on T H for all 2 RN2 ; ; 0 2 RN3 ; and(v) PjjmA(t; z; ; )  c2kkp = c3(t; z) a.e. on T  Z with c2 > 0and c3 2 L1(T  Z):Theorem 4. If hypotheses H(A)1, H() hold and h 2 L2(T  Z) then problem(7) has a solution x 2 Lp(T;Wm;p0 (Z))\C(T; L2(Z)) with @x@t 2 Lq(T;W m;p(Z)):Proof. In this case the evolution triple consists of X = Wm;p0 (Z);H = L2(Z) andX = W m;p(Z): AgainX embeds compactly inH. The operator A : TX ! Xis given by hA(t; x); y) = Xjjm ZZ A(t; z; (x(z)); (x(z)))Dy(z)dzFrom theorem 1 of Browder [4] we know that A(t; :) is pseudomonotone. Also letF : T X ! Pwkc(H) be dened by F (t; x) = fv 2 H : j v j 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